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A B S T R A C T

A comparative study aimed to investigate the equatorial and low-latitude spread-F occurrences for moderate solar
activity (MSA) and high solar activity (HSA), was carried out considering concurrent observations made in some
ionospheric stations, which identify three separate longitudinal sectors: Chiang Mai (CGM; 18.8� N, 98.9� E, mag.
Lat. 13.2� N) and Chumphon (CPN; 10.7� N, 99.4� E, mag. Lat. 3.2� N), Thailand; Palmas (PAL; 10.2� S, 311.8� E,
mag. Lat. 0.9� S) and S~ao Jos�e dos Campos (SJC; 23.2� S, 314.1� E, mag. Lat. 14.0� S), Brazil; Tucum�an (TUC;
26.9� S, 294.6� E, mag. Lat. 16.8� S), Argentina.
Spread-F phenomena recorded during the equinoctial months of September and October 2010, March and April
2011, for MSA, March and April 2014, September and October 2014, for HSA, were classified in two different
modes: range spread-F (RSF) and frequency spread-F (FSF). The satellite trace (ST) occurrence was also inves-
tigated as possible precursor of spread-F events. When comparing the results of equatorial (CPN and PAL) and
low-latitude (CGM, SJC, and TUC) stations, some common features independently of the solar activity emerge: (1)
a prevalence of RSF signatures is observed in the time interval 20:00–03:00 LT, while FSF occurrences prevail in
the time interval 03:00–06:00 LT; (2) STs are confirmed to be a possible precursor of RSF occurrences.
For HSA, at equatorial latitudes, spread-F occurrences in the Thai sector (CPN) are higher than those observed in
the Brazilian sector (PAL).
When comparing the results of low-latitude stations of CGM, SJC, and TUC some unusual aspects characterizing
the morphology of spread-F occurrences emerge: (1) contrary to the Thai and Argentine sectors, in the Brazilian
sector (SJC), RSF and FSF appearances in September, for HSA, are observed with relatively long persistence times
between about 03:00-06:00 LT and 01:00-03:00 LT respectively, while balanced RSF and FSF occurrences with
short persistence times are observed for months for MSA; (2) a prevalence of FSF at CGM during the first half of
September for MSA, never observed in the Brazilian and Argentine areas.
During years of LSA and MSA common morphological aspects are found at CGM and SJC, that is a predominance
of FSF, with the lowest persistence times characterizing SJC. This suggests that the low-latitude behaviour of
spread-F occurrences, under different levels of solar activity, at least in the longitude sectors here analysed, can be
to a some extent generalized.
1. Introduction

The term spread-F was coined to indicate a so widespread echo trace,
ay 2017; Accepted 18 July 2017
in either frequency or range, that it is very hard, if not impossible, to
determine the value of the F2-layer critical frequency (foF2) on the
ionogram. It occurs when an adequate power returns from multiple
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Table 1
Available (A) and not available (NA) data are indicated for each station and epoch
considered; the solar activity level expressed in terms of the smoothed sunspot number R12

is also given.

Station CGM CPN PAL SJC TUC

Month Year/Solar activity
September 2010/R12 ¼ 29.5 (MSA) A NA A A A
October 2010/R12 ¼ 34.5 (MSA) A NA A A A

March 2011/R12 ¼ 53.8 (MSA) A NA A A A
April 2011/R12 ¼ 61.1 (MSA) A NA NA A A

March 2014/R12 ¼ 114.3 (HSA) A A A A A
April 2014/R12 ¼ 116.4 (HSA) A A A A A

September 2014/R12 ¼ 101.9 (HSA) A A A A A
October 2014/R12 ¼ 97.3 (HSA) A A A A A
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reflection paths, caused by plasma instabilities, at the same incident
frequency. It is now widely agreed that the gravitational Rayleigh-Taylor
(RT) instability process (Ossakow, 1981; Kelley, 2009), in conjunction
with the effects of the pre-reversal enhancement (PRE) E � B drift
(Kelley, 1989; Sultan, 1996; Abdu, 2001), are the basic factors to
consider for the formation mechanism of the equatorial spread-F (ESF).
In fact, the PRE in the zonal equatorial electric field (Kelley et al., 2009),
developing at F region heights after sunset (Fejer et al., 1999), gives rise
to an intense E � B drift which causes an uplifting of the ionosphere. As
consequence, during nighttime hours, this process, also due to the com-
bined action of the vertical E � B velocity and the chemical
Fig. 1. Geomagnetic activity expressed in terms of
P

Kp for September and October 2010, March
level 24 under which magnetic conditions can be considered quiet.
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recombination of the E and F region, leads the bottomside plasma density
gradient of the equatorial F region to become steeper (Kelley, 1989;
Hysell, 2000), making easier to the RT instability process to form irreg-
ularities and inhomogeneities with scale sizes frommeters to hundreds of
kilometers, which are responsible for ESF phenomena. Generally, four
main types of spread-F can be categorized: range spread-F (RSF), fre-
quency spread-F (FSF), mixed spread-F (MSF), and strong range
spread-F (SSF).

The additional traces appearing on the ionograms as one or more
quasi replicas of the F layer are known as satellite traces (STs) (Lyon
et al., 1961; Rastogi, 1977; Abdu et al., 1981); they are likely produced
by the presence of obliquely tilted iso-electron density surfaces caused by
large scale wave structures (LSWSs) in the bottomside F layer. In the
ionograms obtained at close time intervals, STs often appear before the
onset of an ESF event. Therefore, STs can be regarded as an ionogram
signature of LSWSs and a precursor of the ESF occurrence (Tsunoda,
2008). To this regard, Zhu et al. (2015) analysing spread-F ionograms
and satellite traces over the Chinese low-latitude station of Sanya (18.0�

N, 109.0� E), have found a good correlation between the occurrences of
equinoctial RSF and STs, though RSF signatures do not always occured
while the ST was observed near sunset. A similar scenario was reported
by Narayanan et al. (2014) from the Indian sector. On the other hand,
recent studies have shown that LSWSs related to the propagation of
gravity waves, can also play an important role in the ESF occurrences
(Abdu et al., 2009; Cabrera et al., 2010; Krall et al., 2013 and references
therein). The importance of gravity waves in concurring to the formation
of daytime spread-F at low latitudes, was also recently confirmed by
Jiang et al. (2016). In addition to gravity waves, also planetary wave
and April 2011, March, April, September and October 2014. The horizontal line marks the



Fig. 2. Examples of RSF (top panels) and FSF (bottom panels) traces recorded at Tucum�an. Both ionograms on the right are characterized by the presence of satellite traces.
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scale oscillations modulating the equatorial evening PRE zonal electric
field, can cause important effects on the ESF variability (Abdu et al.,
2006; Fagundes et al., 2009; Bertoni et al., 2011).

The interlink between the pre-reversal E � B drift and the asymmetry
(Ia) of equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) was also studied to investigate
the effects on the ESF occurrence, and it was found that values of
E� B > 20 m/s and Ia < 0.3 represent the most suitable conditions for the
development of ESF occurrences in summer and equinoctial months (Lee
et al., 2005).

From the existing literature it emerges that in the last decades the
statistical properties of ESF phenomena have been extensively studied in
terms of ESF occurrence, under different seasonal, latitudinal, longitu-
dinal, solar and magnetic conditions. Higher ESF occurrence probabili-
ties have been observed during summer and equinoctial months, in both
hemispheres, at the low-mid latitude station of Delhi (28.6� N, 77.2� E),
India, and at Jicamarca (12.0� S, 76.9� W), Peru, a low-latitude station
situated near the geomagnetic equator (Lee et al., 2005; Upadhayaya and
Gupta, 2014). Similar results have been found over the low-latitude
Chinese station of Sanya (18.0� N, 109.0� E), with spread-F peaks at
post sunset and post-midnight during equinox and summer months
respectively, with occurrences of RSF and FSF comparable in summer
months (Zhu et al., 2015). The analysis of ionosonde data recorded over
the anomaly crest station of Ahmedabad (23.0� N, 72.4� E) and the
equatorial station of Kodaikanal (10.2� N, 77.5� E), carried out to
investigate the latitudinal behaviour of ESF occurrence in the Indian
sector, has shown that the occurrence rate and duration of spread-F in-
creases as we move toward the geomagnetic equator because the for-
mation mechanism of spread-F acts more effectively at equatorial belt
(Upadhayaya and Gupta, 2014). Several comparative studies have been
also made to investigate possible longitudinal variations in the ESF
occurrence, and several studies showed that the ESF occurrences over the
longitude Brazilian sector are relatively higher than those observed over
the Southeast Asian and Indian longitude sectors (Chandra et al., 2003;
Hoang et al., 2010; Pezzopane et al., 2013).

Concerning the solar activity influence on spread-F phenomena,
widely varied results emerge: a) higher percentage of spread-F occur-
rences was observed for low solar activity conditions at the low-mid
latitude station of Delhi (Upadhayaya and Gupta, 2014), and at the
low-latitude station of Hainan (19.5� N, 109.1� E); b) the RSF occurrence
was observed to increase with the solar activity during equinoctial and
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summer months, while for the FSF occurrence no relationship with the
solar activity was observed (Wang et al., 2010); c) the results obtained
analyzing data recorded at Cachoeira Paulista (22.5� S, 45.0� W) and
Ahmedabad (23.0� N, 72.4� E), located over the anomaly crest regions in
the Brazilian and Indian longitude sectors respectively, show that at
Cachoeira Paulista the seasonal RSF occurrence pattern peaks in local
summer both for low and high solar activity levels, while at Ahmedabad
RSF occurrence probabilities showed a maximum at equinoxes and in
summer during high and low sunspot years respectively (Chandra et al.,
2003). Inverse relationships have been found between spread-F phe-
nomena and magnetic activity by many authors (Rama Rao and Rao,
1961; Chandra and Rastogi, 1972). This inverse association was
confirmed with a high level of statistical significance by Bowman (1995,
1998). Lee et al. (2005) found that ESF occurrences decrease with
increasing Kp during equinoctial and winter months, and this feature was
also confirmed by later studies, which have shown that all types of
equatorial spread-F are generally suppressed in each season by an
increased magnetic activity (Wang et al., 2010). Well defined inverse
relationships between spread-F phenomena and magnetic activity were
also found analyzing data from airglow, satellites, and scintillations
(Sobral et al., 2002; Su et al., 2006; Ray and DasGupta, 2007).

Recently, a study aimed to investigate the equatorial and low-latitude
spread-F occurrences at different longitude sectors was carried out by
Pezzopane et al. (2013) considering the equinoctial months of March,
April, September, and October 2009, characterized by low solar activity
(LSA) conditions. As a continuation of this study, a new investigation was
performed considering again ionograms recorded during equinoctial
months, but for years following the 2009, hence relative to moderate
solar activity (MSA) and high solar activity (HSA). As in Pezzopane et al.
(2013), spread-F phenomena were classified as RSF or FSF, and also ST
occurrences were carefully checked in order to assess them as possible
precursor of spread-F events.

Spread-F phenomena occurrences analysed in this study are based on
ionosonde observations simultaneously available in September and
October 2010, March and April 2011, as representative of MSA, and
March and April 2014, September and October 2014, as representative
of HSA.

In the periods under investigation, the geomagnetic activity, analysed
through the 3-hourly planetary magnetic index Kp, can be considered in
general low.



Fig. 3. Monthly patterns of RSF (red), FSF (blue), ST (green), and blanketing Es layer (cyan) occurrences at Chiang Mai for MSA. Black highlights no spread-F days. Grey highlights missing
data. The y axis shows the local times. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Different ionospheric stations were considered, identifying three
distinct longitudinal sectors: Chiang Mai (CGM; 18.8� N, 98.9� E, mag.
Lat. 13.2� N) and Chumphon (CPN; 10.7� N, 99.4� E, mag. Lat. 3.2� N),
identifying the Thai sector; Palmas (PAL; 10.2� S, 311.8� E, mag. Lat. 0.9�

S) and S~ao Jos�e dos Campos (SJC; 23.2� S, 314.1� E, mag. Lat. 14.0� S),
identifying the Brazilian sector; Tucum�an (TUC; 26.9� S, 294.6� E, mag.
Lat. 16.8� S), identifying the Argentine sector. It must be noted that PAL
and CPN are equatorial stations while CGM, SJC, and TUC are low-
latitude stations, therefore it would have been preferable to conduct
this study grouping PAL and CPN on the one hand, and CGM, SJC, and
TUC on the other one, to investigate separately the possible longitudinal
differences at the equatorial zone and near the EIA. Nevertheless,
because of the scarcity of data at PAL for HSA, and the unavailability of
data at CPN for MSA, it would not have had much sense to make com-
parisons between PAL and CPN. Hence the authors have sometimes
preferred to include all stations when discussing spread-F occurrence
patterns, without distinguishing between equatorial and low-
latitude stations.

Finally, the authors would like to point out that this study was
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possible thanks to a joint collaboration among different research in-
stitutes, which has requested a very large organizational effort, both to
collect the huge amount of data to be analysed and for their visualization
and validation, carried out not automatically but by experienced staff. As
far as we know, such a large collection of RSF and FSF data, manually
classified in three different longitude sectors, constitutes an exclusive
database from a scientific point of view, which makes this kind of
study uncommon.

Section 2 provides a description of considered data sets, and the
methodology adopted to conduct the analysis. The results and the cor-
responding discussion are the subject of Section 3. Concluding remarks
are outlined in Section 4.

2. Data sets

As the main purpose of this investigation is to carry out a comparative
study of equatorial and low-latitude spread-F occurrences over the five
ionospheric stations mentioned in the previous section, it is crucial for
our study that the ionosonde observations are concurrently present at



Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but at Chiang Mai for HSA.
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CGM, CPN, PAL, SJC, and TUC. As the equatorial and low-latitude
spread-F phenomena are practically absent during daytime (e.g.,
Alfonsi et al., 2013), our investigation was focused on the time interval
between 18:00 and 06:00 LT, i.e. during nighttime hours. For conve-
nience, ionospheric stations and epochs involved in this study, as well as
levels of solar activity expressed in terms of the smoothed sunspot
number R12, are summarized in Table 1.

The 3-hourly planetary geomagnetic index Kp data were also
considered to test the magnetic activity conditions during the periods
under investigation.

As the value 3 of the index Kp is generally considered the threshold
under which magnetic conditions can be considered quiet (Bhaneja et al.,
2009;Wang et al., 2010), a value of

P
Kp� 24 is usually representative of

a quiet day.
We found that geomagnetic conditions can be assumed quiet for each

month, because on a daily basis only sometimes
P

Kp exceeds the value of
24 (Fig. 1).

The kind of ionosonde and the corresponding sounding repetition rate
(SRR) are the following: an FMCW (frequency-modulated continuous
wave) (Poole, 1985) ionosonde was employed to record ionograms at
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CGM and CPN with a SRR equal to 15 min; a CADI (Canadian Advanced
Digital Ionosonde) (McDougall, 1997) provided ionograms recorded at
PAL and SJC with a SRR equal to 5 min; an AIS-INGV (Advanced Iono-
spheric Sounder - Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia) (Pez-
zopane et al., 2007) was used with a SSR equal to 10 min to obtain
ionograms at TUC.

The comparative study of spread-F occurrence was conducted clas-
sifying in each site spread-F traces from the ionograms in two different
modes: a) FSF, the signatures of which typically show an echo wide-
spread along the frequency axis near the critical frequencies of the or-
dinary and extraordinary traces of the ionograms, and therefore they are
associated to plasma irregularities close to the F-region peak; b) RSF, the
signatures of which are characterized by an echo widespread along the
height axis, and hence they are related to plasma irregularities occurring
in the lower part of the F region. Since the study conducted by Pezzopane
et al. (2013) for LSA proved that STs sometimes behave as a precursor of
RSF occurrences, also in this investigation ST occurrences have been
carefully checked in order to verify whether, under MSA and HSA, they
can be again considered as a precursor of spread-F events. Some examples
of FSF, RSF, and ST are shown for convenience in Fig. 2 for Tucum�an.



Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but at Chumpon for HSA.
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3. Results and discussion

Figs. 3–11 show the monthly patterns of occurrence of both spread-F
types obtained from the analysis carried out in each station under study
for September and October 2010, March and April 2011 (MSA), and for
March, April, September, and October 2014 (HSA). The appearance of
RSF and FSF events, the presence of blanketing sporadic E (Es) layer, the
ST occurrence, the daily absence of spread-F phenomena, and the lack of
data are marked in red, blue, cyan, green, black, and grey respectively.

The results shown in these figures were carefully analysed in order to
highlight the main features related to the RSF and FSF occurrences and
their differences for MSA and HSA conditions and different longi-
tude sectors.

The outcomes for CGM (Figs. 3–4) show generally a predominance of
RSF phenomena in the time interval 20:00-03:00 LT with persistence
times characterizing the RSF occurrences in March for HSA, relatively
longer than those observed for MSA. Generally, FSF occurrences are
observed to prevail in the time interval 03:00-06:00 LT both for MSA and
HSA conditions. It is noteworthy that during the first half of September,
FSF occurrences for MSA prevail on the RSF ones, while the situation is
154
reversed for HSA when only a few FSF events are observed. The ST
appearance often precedes RSF phenomena independently of the solar
activity, even though they are noticed in a less extent during MSA.

Unfortunately, for CPN, data for MSA are not available, thus only the
results for HSA were analysed (Fig. 5): an overwhelming majority of RSF
occurrences are clearly observed in all months in the time interval 20:00-
03:00 LT, with relatively long persistence times especially in March and
April; FSF occurrences prevail in the time interval 03:00-06:00 LT. In
March and April, some FSF events before 03:00 LT are also observed. The
ST appearance oftentimes anticipates the RSF occurrence.

With regard to PAL (Figs. 6–7), it must be noted that for bothMSA and
HSA there exist relatively large periods for which ionosonde observations
are missing: specifically, for MSA, from 22 to 31 October, from 5 to 31
March, and during the whole month of April, while for HSA, from 6 to 20
March, and for almost the whole months of September and October.
Anyway, RSF occurrences are observed to prevail over the FSF ones in the
time interval 20:00-03:00 LT, with relatively long persistence times in
September and October, for MSA, and inMarch, for HSA. Even though for
MSAmany cases of blanketing Es prevent from detecting possible spread-
F phenomena, it is however notable that in the time interval 03:00-06:00



Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3, but at Palmas for MSA. The monthly pattern for April 2011 is missing because corresponding data are not available.
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LT a predominance of FSF occurrences is observed, mainly in October
2010 and March 2011, while RSF events with relatively long persistence
times are sometimes noticed; several FSF signatures are however
observed in September and October in the time interval 01:00-03:00 LT.
In April, before 03:00 LT, many FSF events are observed also for HSA.
The ST appearance often precedes the RSF event independently of the
solar activity.

The results for SJC (Figs. 8–9) show that in the time interval 21:00-
02:00 LT, while RSF and FSF occurrences for MSA are observed more or
less in the same extent in September, October, and March, so that there is
not a sharp prevalence of one spread-F type, for HSA, a predominance of
RSF events is observed in March and October; independently of the solar
activity, RSF occurrences are characterized by relatively short persistence
times. For MSA, FSF events prevail on the RSF ones in the time interval
03:00-06:00 LT in all months, a feature that is also observed for HSA but
only in March. In fact, very peculiar is the pattern observed for HSA in
September, being characterized by the presence of RSF(FSF) occurrences
with relatively long persistence times in the time intervals 03:00-06:00
LT(00:00-03:00 LT), respectively. In more than a few cases, STs were not
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followed by RSF/FSF phenomena, indicating that LSWS may not always
trigger spread-F phenomena although they can play an important role for
their formation (Abdu et al., 2009; Cabrera et al., 2010; Krall et al., 2013
and references therein). It must be noted that there exist relatively large
periods for which spread-F phenomena are not observed; in particular,
this occurs in April, for both MSA and HSA, and from 1 to 11 September,
for HSA.

With regard to TUC (Figs. 10 and 11), a large number of cases with no
data and no spread-F days characterize the four monthly patterns, for
MSA, and that of April, for HSA. For both MSA and HSA, a prevalence of
RSF occurrences clearly appears in the time interval 20:00-03:00 LT. For
HSA, FSF events prevail in the time interval 03:00-06:00 LT, and RSF
occurrences are characterized by very short persistence times. Note-
worthy is the absence of spread-F phenomena which characterizes many
days of April independently of the solar activity. STs appear very often at
TUC and strictly related with the occurrence of RSF events, for both MSA
and HSA.

When comparing the equatorial and low-latitude stations, the
following general features can be drawn:



Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 3, but at Palmas for HSA.
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(1) independently of the solar activity, a prevalence of RSF signatures
is observed in the time interval 20:00-03:00 LT, while FSF oc-
currences prevail in the time interval 03:00-06:00 LT;

(2) independently of the solar activity, STs are confirmed to play a
role as a possible precursor to the development of RSF in the Thai
and Argentine sectors, and at PAL in the Brazilian sector.

More deeply, other features can be observed:
(3) independently of the solar activity, the majority of no spread-F

days was found in April at SJC and TUC, the two stations near-
est to the southern crest of EIA;

(4) for HSA, spread-F occurrences over the Thai sector are signifi-
cantly higher than those observed in the other sectors;

(5) the highest spread-F occurrences are noticed at PAL in October
and at CPN in March, for MSA and HSA respectively;

(6) for HSA, at SJC and TUC, RSF occurrences in the time interval
20:00-03:00 LT show shorter persistence times than those
observed at CGM, CPN, and PAL;

(7) for MSA, an equinoctial asymmetry is observable at SJC where the
spread-F occurrence is higher in September–October, as well as at
TUC and CGM where the spread-F occurrence is higher in March;
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given that SJC and TUC are positioned in the southern hemi-
sphere, while CGM is located in the northern hemisphere, the
equinoctial asymmetries imply also an hemispherical asymmetry.
For HSA, the equinoctial asymmetry is visible at SJC, TUC, CGM,
and CPN where the spread-F occurrence is higher in March.

Analysing more accurately the results illustrated in Figs. 3–11, when
comparing the low-latitude stations of CGM, SJC, and TUC, additional
features come out:
(8) in the Brazilian sector, RSF and FSF signatures with relatively long

persistence times are respectively noticed in the time interval
03:00-06:00 LT and 00:00-03:00 LT at SJC, in September, for HSA.
These features are never observed in the Thai and Argentine
longitude sectors;

(9) FSF occurrences for MSA are higher than those occurring for HSA
in the time interval 21:00-02:00 LT (see for instance the related
plots for CGM in September, and for SJC in September and
October);

(10) The highest and lowest FSF occurrences for MSA are observed in
the Brazilian and Argentine longitude sectors respectively; for
HSA, FSF signatures are observed less frequently in the Thai



Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 3, but at Sao Jose Dos Campos for MSA.
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longitude sector than in the Argentine and Brazilian ones which
show somewhat balanced FSF occurrences.

(11) for MSA, somewhat balanced RSF and FSF appearances with
relatively short persistence times are found in the time interval
20:00-03:00 LT at SJC for all months. This observational feature is
not observed in the Thai and Argentine longitude sectors;

(12) for MSA, only in the Thai area, during the first two weeks of
September, FSF occurrences are noticed to prevail on the RSF ones
in the time interval 20:00-03:00 LT.

As already mentioned in the introduction, this paper is a continuation
of a recent study carried out by Pezzopane et al. (2013) under low solar
activity conditions. It must be pointed out that LSA periods analysed by
Pezzopane et al. (2013), and those considered in this study, are practi-
cally geomagnetically quiet periods, because

P
Kp shows values always

lower than 24 (see Fig. 2 of Pezzopane et al. (2013)) and only sometimes
values exceeding 24 (see Fig. 2). Some comparisons between the main
results achieved by Pezzopane et al. (2013) and those arising from this
investigation are here summarized:
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a) for LSA and MSA, the highest ESF occurrences are found at PAL in
October, while for HSA, the highest ESF occurrences are observed at
CPN in March; for LSA, ESF occurrences over the Brazilian area are
significant higher than those observed over the Southeast Asian re-
gion, while the situation is reversed for HSA, when the highest ESF
occurrences are noticed in the Thai zone at CPN in March–April;

b) the predominance of RSF occurrences, recorded over the Southeast
Asian and Argentine sectors for LSA, is still observed for HSA over the
Southeast Asian sector, and for MSA over the Brazilian sector; also for
MSA, as it occurred for LSA, FSF occurrences prevail at CGM and SJC;

c) as it was recorded for LSA, spread-F signatures at SJC seem to appear
with lower persistence times than at any other station also for MSA,
while for HSA lower persistence times seem to characterize TUC;

d) for LSA and MSA, the same equinoctial and hemispherical asymme-
tries are observed at SJC and CGM;

e) as it occurred for LSA, also for MSA and HSA STs are confirmed to be a
precursor for the appearance of an RSF trace in the Southeast Asian
and Argentine sectors, and at PAL in the Brazilian sector; besides, ST
occurrences are overall higher for HSA than for MSA and LSA;



Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 3, but at Sao Jose Dos Campos for HSA.
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f) while for LSA the majority of no spread-F days is found over the
Southeast Asian sector, the largest number of no spread-F days was
found at TUC, for MSA, and SJC, for HSA, the two south American
stations nearest to the southern crest of EIA.

As already mentioned in the introduction, there are several inter-
connected physical mechanisms which are responsible for the develop-
ment and variability of ESF phenomena: the RT instability process
operating in combination with the PRE causing an uplifting of the F-layer
(Fejer et al., 1999;Whalen, 2002); the steep gradient at the bottomside of
the F-layer (Kelley, 1989); the gradient in the integrated E region Ped-
ersen conductivity (Tsunoda, 1985; Stephan et al., 2002); the trans--
equatorial component of the thermospheric winds (Maruyama and
Matuura, 1984; Maruyama, 1988). Even though the causes generating
ESF phenomena are to be sought among the above mentioned mecha-
nisms, it is however not easy to justify all the results emerged from
this study.

A prevalence of RSF signatures observed in the time interval 20:00-
03:00 LT is indicative of irregularities which develop in the bottomside F
region; these irregularities, drifting upward towards the F-region peak,
158
would cause later the FSF occurrences which are observed between
03:00-06:00 LT. Except in SJC, STs are confirmed to be a precursor for the
appearance of an RSF, in agreement with the fact that STs are signatures
of LSWS (Tsunoda, 2008) related to the propagation of gravity and
planetary waves which, in turn, can play an important role in the ESF
occurrences (Abdu et al., 2009; Cabrera et al., 2010; Krall et al., 2013;
and references therein); in fact, LSWS can also amplify the source of ir-
regularities during post sunset hours (Fejer et al., 1999; Hysell and
Burcham, 2002; Klausner et al., 2009) and thus generating the wedges of
plasma depletions which cause the RSF signatures. On the other hand, at
SJC the ST appearance as precursor of the RSF occurrence can be claimed
neither for MSA nor for HSA, according to the results found for LSA
(Pezzopane et al., 2013).

The presence of a trans-equatorial component of the thermospheric
wind along the magnetic meridian in the F region, which suppresses the
growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor type plasma instabilities (Maruyama and
Matuura, 1984), could explain the larger number of no spread-F days
recorded at TUC and SJC, for MSA and HSA respectively; on the other
hand, this situation is reversed to that observed for LSA, when the ma-
jority of no spread-F days is observed over the Southeast Asian sector in



Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 3, but at Tucum�an for MSA.
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accordance with the results of Abdu et al. (2006) and Saito and Mar-
uyama (2006), indicating a most pronounced suppression of spread-F
events caused by meridional winds just in the Thai-Indonesian area.

Another aspect that has to be considered is that the spread-F phe-
nomenon in the presence of a large PRE is not suppressed by a meridional
wind (Sastri et al., 1997). This means that the large number of no
spread-F days characterizing the Thai area for LSA (see Pezzopane et al.,
2013) might be the result of smaller sunset uplifts of the F-region than
those characterizing the Brazilian and Argentine area. The same physical
mechanism might be at the base of the large number of no spread-F days
recorded at TUC for MSA and at SJC for HSA.

Concerning the longitudinal differences, for MSA, when comparing
PAL monthly patterns of September–October with those of CGM, a higher
spread-F occurrence is found in the Brazilian sector. This result is prob-
ably due to different effects of the PRE and trans-equatorial winds which
in the Southeast Asian zone are more effective in suppressing spread-F
events (Abdu et al., 2006; Saito and Maruyama, 2006), and it confirms
the outcomes achieved by Pezzopane et al. (2013) for LSA. The situation
appears reversed for both MSA, when comparing CGM monthly patterns
with those of SJC, and for HSA, when comparing CGM and CPN monthly
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patterns with those of PAL and SJC. In these cases higher spread-F oc-
currences are found in the Thai sector.

The fact that a meridional wind cannot suppress spread-F phenomena
in presence of a large PRE (Sastri et al., 1997) suggests that, unlike what
happened for LSA and MSA (comparing PAL and CGM), in the Thai zone
the uplift of the F region is likely greater than that characterizing the
Brazilian sector (specifically, at SJC for MSA, and at PAL and SJC for
HSA), which during high sunspot years might have been characterized by
a significant suppression of spread-F events caused by meridional winds.

These considerations lead us to speculate that the effectiveness of
thermospheric meridional trans-equatorial winds in suppressing the
equatorial and low-latitude plasma bubbles strongly depends on the
geomagnetic latitude and longitude, and solar activity level. This is
however an issue that needs to be investigate more deeply.

The mechanism involving the PRE and RT instability processes for the
generation of ESF (Basu and Kelley, 1979; Kelley and McClure, 1981;
Ossakow, 1981) acts more effectively at the geomagnetic equator. This
mechanism gives rise to inhomogeneities and irregularities which
develop at the bottom-side F region and often remain below the topside
(Aarons, 1993; Whalen, 2002), therefore they can be observed as ESF



Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 3, but at Tucum�an for HSA.
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traces on ionograms recorded near the magnetic equator. Concerning
this, the highest ESF occurrences observed for LSA and MSA at PAL in
October, and for HSA at CPN in March, are compatible with this mech-
anism because the majority of ESF occurrences is of RSF type, hence
coming from irregularities below the F-region peak; moreover, PAL and
CPN are the two nearest sites to the geomagnetic equator, where the
development of irregularities is more probable. This could also explain
why longer persistence times are generally observed at geomagnetic low-
latitude stations (CGM, CPN, and PAL) rather than at stations located
near the crest of EIA (SJC and TUC).

Different sunset times occurring in the F-region to the south and north
of the magnetic equator, as well as a combined action of relatively strong
trans-equatorial neutral wind effects with the E � B drift on the electron
density distribution (Maruyama and Matuura, 1984; Maruyama, 1988)
could be responsible for the observed equinoctial and hemispherical
asymmetries.

4. Summary

Equinoctial RSF and FSF occurrences were studied at equatorial and
160
low latitudes during moderate (September–October 2010 and March-
–April 2011) and high (March–April and September–October 2014) solar
activity years, using ionograms simultaneously recorded at five stations
which mark three well distinct longitudinal sectors: Thai, Brazilian
and Argentine.

Comparisons between equatorial and low-latitude stations have
shown some common features which does not depend on the solar ac-
tivity: RSF and FSF are mainly observed in the range 20:00-03:00 LT and
03:00-06:00 LT respectively; STs are confirmed to be a precursor of RSF
occurrences.

The highest ESF occurrences, and the longest persistence times found
at stations close to the geomagnetic equator, can be explained by means
of the RT instability process operating in combination with the
E � B drift.

ESF occurrences in the Thai sector (CPN), higher than those observed
in the Brazilian zone (PAL) for HSA, suggest that in the equatorial regions
the combined action of trans-equatorial winds and the E � B drift has a
different effectiveness depending on the longitudinal sector considered.

When comparing CGM, SJC, and TUC, unusual spread-F occurrences
at low latitudes also emerge. Specifically, the observations at SJC of RSF
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and FSF in September, for HSA, with relatively long persistence times
between about 03:00-06:00 LT and 01:00-03:00 LT respectively, as well
as the balanced RSF and FSF occurrences with short persistence times
observed for all months for MSA, are peculiar features not observed in the
Thai and Argentine sectors.

The prevalence of FSF at CGM during the first half of September for
MSA, never observed in the Brazilian and Argentine area, is another
peculiar aspect characterizing the morphology of spread-F phenomena in
the Thai sector.

These observational results remain enigmatic, and point out once
more that the physical processes underlying the low-latitude spread-F
events development and their variability are really complex and difficult
to be fully understood.

The results of this study were compared with those obtained by
Pezzopane et al. (2013) who analysed spread-F occurrences over the
same stations considered in this study, but for LSA.

From this comparison it was possible to identify some common fea-
tures, as the prevalence of FSF occurrences at CGM and SJC, and the
lowest persistence times characterizing the spread-F occurrences at SJC.
Moreover, the same equinoctial and hemispherical asymmetries
observed at SJC and CGM, for LSA andMSA, suggest that the low-latitude
behaviour of spread-F occurrences, under different levels of solar activ-
ity, can be to a some extent generalized, at least in the longitude sectors
here analysed. The prevalence of no spread-F days mostly observed in the
Thai (CGM), Argentine (TUC), and Brazilian (SJC) sectors, for LSA, MSA
and HSA respectively, and spread-F occurrences in the Thai sector
(CGM), lower(higher) than those observed in the Brazilian sector (SJC)
for LSA(MSA and HSA), suggest that the effectiveness of the joint action
of meridional winds and the PRE process, in suppressing low-latitude
spread-F occurrences, depends on both the solar activity and the
geomagnetic latitude and longitude.

Overall the results here illustrated confirm that the features of
equatorial and low-latitude spread-F phenomena can change remarkably
under different seasonal, latitudinal, longitudinal, and solar conditions.
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